1. Introduction

A. THE EMERGENCE AND IMPORTANCE OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS IN THE COMMONS DISCOURSE

Intellectual commons are intellectual resources that anyone can use without permission or with permission granted beforehand. Since they are crucially important to creativity, innovation, and human development, the shrinkage of the intellectual-commons environment will be a profound loss for our cultural freedom. A number of scholars believe that ‘[i]n the cultural environment, commons play a key role, and perhaps a central role . . . in mediating competing and complementary individual and social interests.’ Therefore, protecting intellectual commons has been one of the most important goals of recent innovation and information policies. Awareness of this importance has increased dramatically
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Nonprofit organizations and the intellectual commons

because of the expanding intellectual property (IP) laws and the digital
technologies that control the flow of information. Such control has been
viewed as an ‘enclosure movement’ or ‘information feudalism.’ Scholars
have urged society to reconstruct the public domain that protects the
commons from enclosure, and public-interest advocates have also
sought ways to expand access to various online intellectual resources. As a result, significant institutional efforts have emerged to preserve the intellectual-commons environment. The most famous metaphor for this line of argument is probably Professor James Boyle’s cultural environ-
mentalism, articulating the need to represent environmental values, such
as sustainability and stewardship, in conversations about innovation and
IP policies.

Institutions are among the structures through which a society seeks to
deal with its various problems; therefore, it is important to understand the
effectiveness of alternative forms of institutions, such as the government,
for-profit businesses, and nonprofit organizations (NPOs). By the same
token, in any discussion of preserving and strengthening the intellectual-
commons environment, it is crucial for researchers to understand how
different institutions affect this environment. Over the past 20 years,
the creation of institutions and organizations, such as Creative Commons
(CC) Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), Free Software Foundation

for the operation of a copyright system based on the system’s institutional
assumptions).
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(FSF), and Public Knowledge (PK), has laid essential building blocks for intellectual commons as a social movement. Significantly, these organizations are primarily NPOs.

This book focuses on those NPOs that have occupied an increasingly critical and visible position in the intellectual-commons environment in recent years. Through a detailed description of these NPOs, I argue that such organizations have provided the social structures that are necessary to support the production of intellectual commons and yet differ from the structures supporting the production of proprietary information. By organizing effective institutional arrangements to enhance the production, accessibility, use, searchability, and preservation of diverse intellectual commons, various NPOs have emerged to perform public functions in public-goods provision, and, perhaps more importantly, NPOs’ influence sometimes extends beyond the market firm and the state agency. I propose that the intellectual-commons environment has provided an ‘environmental niche’ in which NPOs thrive. That is, the nature of NPOs is more attuned to commons-environment culture than is the nature of for-profits or of government.

Although NPOs have a unique value for commons production, this book does not suggest that they can or will completely supplant the government and for-profits in the commons environment. Nor does this book suggest that NPOs are adversaries of the market or the state. In fact, the characteristics of these three sectors interpenetrate one another and perform complementary tasks. Their complementary coexistence and relative salience as organizational forms for various social activities determine the allocation of resources in our society.

B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND INTENDED CONTRIBUTION

NPOs studied in this book have unique features enabling them to serve important social aims that neither the proprietary sector nor the government may fulfill very well. Nonetheless, scholars have tended to overlook the NPO as a topic worthy of theoretical or empirical investigation. Given the importance of NPOs in the intellectual-commons environment, it is surprising how little attention they have received in the legal literature.
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The aim of this book is to fill that gap. Therefore, the primary research question herein is: *How have NPOs crafted the intellectual-commons environment in the digital world?*

In order to answer this question and address relevant theoretical ponders, this study specifically considers the following subsidiary questions:

**What are NPOs in the commons environment?**  
**Why do NPOs matter in the commons environment?**  
**Can current NPO theories explain this phenomenon?**  
**Why is the commons environment an ideal milieu for the flourishing of NPOs?**

By answering the above primary and subsidiary research questions, I aim to contribute to current scholarship in three ways. First, I highlight the importance of the nonprofit sectors in the digitally networked environment, a topic that has been neglected by mainstream IP and Internet law scholarship. Second, scholars from diverse social sciences have adopted various NPO theories and adapted them to a variety of philanthropic settings, such as education, healthcare, culture and arts, and securities class actions. However, no scholar has tested NPO theories in the intellectual-commons environment. By applying these theories to a new territory, this study not only broadens the scope of NPO scholarship but also reveals new implications for existing NPO theories. Third, although the importance and development of the commons have drawn extensive attention from academia in recent years, scholars have yet to address the crucial role of formal organizations. By illustrating the role of
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NPOs in shaping the commons environment, this study provides a new lens through which we can better understand the intellectual-commons environment.

C. METHODOLOGY

Based on a series of in-depth interviews primarily with various officers from NPOs, this book merges two theoretical frameworks, namely commons theories and NPO theories, by analyzing the role of NPOs in the commons environment in a way that is both theoretically informed and empirically grounded.

1. Theoretical Framework

This research is grounded in two primary theoretical frameworks. The first is commons theories, especially those associated with intellectual commons, and the second is NPO theories.

a. Commons theories

Commons theories originate from Garrett Hardin’s famous essay ‘The Tragedy of the Commons,’ which describes how scarce resources open to everyone would be depleted. Hardin’s pessimistic outlook on individuals’ ability to collaborate echoes economist Mancur Olson’s argument that ‘rational, self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or group interest.’ The most common solutions to the tragedy of the commons are regulation or privatization. Regulators can step in and decide who can use the resources. Regulators can also choose to privatize the commons so that owners will seek the most efficient use of the resources.

Nonetheless, not all scholars regard the barriers to collective solutions as insurmountable. Political scientist and Nobel Laureate in economics Elinor Ostrom has conducted an in-depth analysis of several long-standing and viable common-property regimes, including Swiss grazing pastures, Japanese forests, and irrigation systems in Spain and the Philippines. She argues that any group attempting to manage a common resource (e.g., aquifers, judicial systems, pastures) for optimal sustainable production must solve a set of problems in order to create institutions for collective action, and there is some evidence that following a small set of design principles in creating these institutions can overcome these problems. In contrast with a commons, where many individuals have privileges of use regarding a certain resource, the ‘tragedy of the anticommons’ happens when a plurality of individuals have rights of exclusion over a resource and
when the transaction costs of coordinating those rights overwhelm any previously existing benefit. In that scenario, too many people can block each other from creating or using a scarce resource. This is the well-known Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD) framework. The application of the IAD framework analysis results in a deeper understanding of the factors that should be considered policies toward both the traditional commons and intellectual-commons environment.

On the basis of the commons studies, scholars in various fields have produced extensive research literature focusing on disparate aspects of the intellectual-commons environment, such as commons as a social movement, the nature of commons production, and the characteristics of commons communities. By viewing information as a commons, some researchers have acquired a keen insight into both its possibilities and what threatens it.

A significant part of this book rests on the commons scholarship mentioned above. Similar to Elinor Ostrom’s approach to the natural environment, this book recognizes the importance of institutions intermediate between private property and state on solving problems of collective problems. Both the collective-action problem in the traditional commons scenario and the tragedy of the anticommons are mirrored in the intellectual-commons environment. Moreover, the norms and non-proprietary nature of the commons communities and commons licensing arrangements provide a solid theoretical basis for the analysis of relevant commons institutions. Lastly, the nonproprietary and community attributes of the commons have created unique links to the nonprofit organizational form.

b. NPO theories
NPO scholars occasionally state that NPOs are supplying a particular good or service. They explore why NPOs exist and how their behavior would differ from for-profits’ behavior. The non-distribution constraint is an essential part of most NPO theories. The constraint provides clear distinctions regarding who controls NPOs, how NPOs obtain resources, how NPOs behave in the marketplace, and how donors and clients perceive the marketplace.

The book is rooted in two dominant NPO theories – contract failure. 
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theory and government and market failure theory. Contract failure arises when trustworthy information about the quality and quantity of a delivered service cannot be purchased. Drawing on contract failure theory, I argue that NPO-derived trust plays a decisive role in commons governance. On the other hand, government and market failure theory defines a potential role for NPOs when governments and for-profits fail to provide certain public goods. This theory provides me with a powerful lens for analyzing various NPO activities in contexts where the government and the market fail to provide the right mixture of public goods for commons development. By examining the robustness of two NPO theories and by touching on related ones, this book illustrates NPOs’ active role in the commons context.

2. Empirical Data

The essential data in this research derive from four sources. The first three are publicly available. First, I have reviewed the existing literature with a focus on the commons environment or on specific NPOs. Second, I have read a broad range of news articles related to NPOs in the commons environment. Third, I have browsed the information provided on these NPOs’ websites. The most important source of information, however, has been a series of in-depth, semi-structured interviews that I conducted, from June 2007 to July 2008, with 23 officials from 19 NPOs and with three executives from three proprietary businesses.

Of the 26 interviews mentioned above, 17 were conducted via telephone, whereas nine were face-to-face interviews. Each interview lasted a minimum of 30 minutes and some continued for more than one and a half hours. The interview questions were designed to capture information pertaining to the research questions identified above. I should emphasize that it was not my goal to impose on the interviews an artificial structure (regarding the issues covered or the sequence of the issues), nor did I place any artificial time constraints on the interviews. At the beginning of each interview, I sought permission to digitally record the interview and to disclose the identity of the interviewee in the book. I assured each interviewee that she or he need not consent to the recording or the disclosure of identities, and in this way, I ensured strict confidentiality. Nonetheless, all interviewees permitted both my recording and my disclosure of identities in this project. Therefore, all interview results were recorded and transcribed.

I used two methods to select the organizations represented by participants. First, I mapped out the NPOs involved in the commons movement via the public goods they produced. These public goods include social
norms and licensing terms, organizational support for peer-production projects, legal support, political advocacy, information access and repositories, and public-interest grant-making. Officers in all these NPOs were identified as potential interviewees. Second, I used a ‘snowball’ method of sampling, in which I asked each of the persons whom I interviewed to identify other relevant NPOs and persons who had significant information regarding my project. Interestingly, the NPOs identified by means of each of these two methods were often the same.

Certainly, it is possible that bias still exists in the data owing to my selection of NPOs for interviews. To address this limitation, I have included as many important NPOs as possible in the interview process. I am confident that the sampling selection covered most of the benchmark NPOs in the commons discourse. Furthermore, I carefully tried to avoid such problems in conducting the research. For the very few NPOs whose executives I did not interview, I was careful in reading and using relevant public information. In the meantime, I sought to compensate for this limitation by interviewing officers from other NPOs that provided similar public goods.